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ABSTRACT 
As laser capabilities increase, implosions will be performed 

to achieve high densities. Criteria are discussed for 
formation of a low-density corona, preheated supersonically, 
which increases the tolerance of high convergence implosions 
to non-uniform illumination by utilizing thermal smoothing. We compare 
optimized double shell target designs without and with atmosphere 
production. Two significant penalties are incurred with atmosphere 
production using 1 u m laser light. First, a large initial 
shock at the ablation surface limits the pulse shaping flexibilty, 
and degrades implosion performance. Second, the mass and heat 
capacity of the atmosphere reduce the energy delivered to the 
ablation surface and the driving pressures obtained for a given 
input energy. Improvement is possible using 2 urn light for 
the initial phase of the irplosion. We present results of 
2-D simulations which evaluate combined symmetry and stability 
requirements. At I = 8, the improvement produced in the 
example is a factor of 10, giving tolerances of 1QSE. 

*Reaearch performed under the auspices of the U.S. Energy, 
Research and Development Administration under contract 
;;&. W7"05-ENG-48. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In previous work, the authors have reported the results of 2-D 
simulations studying the behavior of fluid instabilities at the ablation 
surface of laser fusion pellet implosions. Fluid instability growth 
rates were found to be 50-100% of the classical Rayleigh-Taylor values 
for isentropic laser driven Implosions. This resulted in constraints 
on target design: 1) the worst wavelength for an implosion had to 

con-espond to the spherical harmonic mode number & = 2TT (5g.) < 160; 
w ^ m a x ~ 

2) the target shell had to be inpulsively accelerated; and 3) the 
o 

Initial surface finish at l = 160 had to be in the range of 10-100 A. 

Various ways of further reducing the severity of these constraints 

have been investigated. One promising technique, lengthening the 
2 

density gradient, is reported elsewhere at the conference. 
In the present paper we discuss a related problem: how can an 

Implosion be initiated by a non-uniform laser illumination profile in 
a way which does not Imprint an Intolerably large surface perturbation on 
the pellet? One possibility is to produce a low-density, relatively 
cold plasma cloud around the pe?let, then supersonically heat the 
atmosphere with a large, short duration prepulse. Maintaining the 
critical surface at some distance from the pellet ablation surface should 
allow thermal conduction to smooth illumination iion-uniformities 
to tolerable levels. 1' 3' ' 5 

In the following we discuss atmosphere formation concepts, giving 



crude i?stlnates of effects of major Ijiportance. Then we present an 

fxanpJc- fcased on a double-shell target designed to at tain high densities 

with an absorbed power of 50 TW. 'Bat effects of atisosphere formation 

or. the inpluslon and the tolerances imposed by syimsetry and stabi l i ty 

requirements are presented. 



: i . 0OSK8IAL t-£GI«gCS 

The sketch in ?ifjire 1 shows 3Chenaticall.v the configuration 

of a pellet wit}-, an ats»s).-here at an early t ine. The pellet atiaticr. 

surface iias radius ? . , while the crlvlcal surface for the laser of 

wavelength * is at radius ?. . Laser deposition at the cr i t ical 

surface is assuned to be non-uniform, and for convenience is considered 

to U- ixisymoetric are! expanded ir. terras of spherical harnonlc: 

i. in) » :: •. v £ (p.) CD 
" t 

when- ; , i - ives the p a r t i a l amplitude of each node t. 

n iilryif f jua l i ta t i re idea of the behavior to t c expected rror. 

t h e r o i i gxo t t J r* : car. be sained ly considering solut ions cf -:he 

:••• .^••-r : - ce :,ea~ equation 

oc " - 3t 

wh.-:-- - Is the specific heat and « is the there? 1 conductivity., 

;n:r.?..•>: ;:)nstar.l. In steady s ta te , we hive V i" « 0 and the radisl 

s-: :utl..:.s take the forr. 

• fc) ' -
./. I:: the ccrpor.cr.t -f the temperature at the cri t ical surfa 

.-..: ;:.'.x:c : .•.-.:£•-;• >.. The perturbed te:.-rierature drops as ri/R 

• . : a~.i. tiroja ry.:-c rapidly for higher i nodes, 

••jonofl" i'rcr. ccrduc-Ion snoothinE, the pellet surface snust 

•i therral s ig- i l before s hydrodynamlc shock and subsequent 

C3) 



.ihoci'.:; rust be sufficiently sral i and late to have negligible ljiprlnt. 

"Te ntcr.sphe:f rust te preheated to a tenperature sufficiently high 

u ivir j ' . ihv tteRral conduction tlrae, t , , to be much less than the 

:;<xiK- transit t ice , T , as indicated In Figure 2. Assuming classical 

tixsTSii _• vr/luct:vity, v;e car. calculate the thermal conduction tjjne to be 

wherf J l r ;i f.ictcr varying fecn. .225 for Z » 1 to 1.0 for Z " », E Is 0 .1, and 

ir. A is '..he .'ouiotrl- loearithr. with a value of 8-10 In the density 

an-i ••;>:? ••:•:>-.;:-o r ave to te considered here. Here L is in cm, n in 

en"' , I:J.: '.' ij, r:eV. The scnic transit tlrce i s 
-1/2 

" ^ 13-2 * 10 ~[Y =-^^JI sec (5) 
"s 

-a(Y I^i)]-

when- "i « C„/C is the usual ratlc of specific heats, equal to 5/3 

for- mmsiictale ideal esses. 5ir.ee ~J° ?"" 5 ' 2 and * " T"' , at sufficiently 

i-Ai'it t t q or-atures the condlticn "„ « T can be satisfied. If we 

ass-rv -i i'onstar.t density atrcspheie with density nearly equal to the 

orJtlc-iJ density i'or a iaser of wavelength *{in urn), the condition 

i, K< V beccroc-s 

-! [.-(i^)" (p?i) "j « 

W!;h thi? teeperatui-e at the cr i t ica l si:rface the in i t i a l energy flux 

d'.Jivc-r-od to the pellet surface after prepulse heating of the atmosphere 

http://5ir.ee
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ear. be estimated. Trie result i s 

K L " x " 1 * ^ ) cm 

neglecting spherical geometry. 

The atmosphere formation process described here precipitates 

two penalties which must be minimized to obtain optimal implosion 

performance, as indicated in Figure 3-

First , when the thermal wave reaches the pellet surfacs, the 

ablatior. ; rocess begins, and a shock propagates inward. The magnitude of 

trie in i t i a l pressure generated increases as the flux delivered to the 

ablation surfaces increases with 
T 7/3 p V3 

j , . 4,2/3 pl/i . t r o ( 8 ) 

In turn, ';he strength of the In i t ia l shock through the target shell 

detentinoa the subsequent implosion beliavior. If the adiabat of the 

shell ;? ret too high in i t i a l ly , the shell will decompress during the 

lm]>lC'U*:.r.. The role of pulse shaping in implosions i s normally to 

start tb" nusher ncving inward and set i t s i n i t i a l Kdiabat. One side 

effect of the atirosphere heating is thus to limit pulse shaping 

flexibil i ty, which will degrade implosion performance by a.i amount 

which is dependent of target design. To minimize the effects of th is 

in i t i a l shock, the in i t i a l laser wavelength should be increased, the 

aUTocpnere density decreased, the scale height decreased, and the 

temperature operated as low as possible within the constraint of 

r>!i :a* i nr. c-. 
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Tho second penalty associated with the use of a protective atmosphere 
is the reduction in implosion driving efficiency caused by maintaining 
the critical surface farther from the ablation surface than in a 
no-atmosphere pellet. This -fficicncy reduction is most severe early 
in time, but this is not of major concern since the laser power and 
energy delivered early are low, and consequently can probably be 
increased without major cost. However, the added mass of the atmosphere 
continues to manifest Itself throughout the laser pulse, and results 
In an overall driving energy Increase. To minimize this penalty, 
the initial atmosphere mass should be minimized, and the laser wavelength 
durinr, the latter part of the implosion should be as short as possible. 
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I I I . EXAMPLE: DOUBLE SHELL TARGET 

To demonstrate the ideas presented above, we discusrj a double shell 

target designed to attain high densities at an absorbed peak power of 

20 TW and absorbed energy of about 20 kJ. The design features are 

presented in Figure it, together with details of Mie target. 

The target i t se l f consists of a low aspect ratio gold shell 

(pusljer) filled with DT gas at density .075 g/arr. An ln ters t i r la l 

refion filled with .03 g/cnr of gas separates the gold shell fror. the 

outer slass shell (ablator). In the "bare" target (without atmosphere), 

the laser light 1 J incident on the outer glass shell . T)^e separation 

between the laser driven shell ar.d the pusher provides preheat 

protection in three ways. Firs t , the gap provides a region of reduced 

conductivity to limit the number of supratherroal electrons which can 

reach the inner shell. Second, only a fraction of the supratnernal 

electrons or photons orlginatir.g at the outer shell or absorption 

rerion will hit the inner shell . Third, and perhaps most important, 

moving the pusher to small radius allows i t to have large Or per 

unit runs, giving irproved shielding from the electrons and phctor.c 

which do hit the inner shell. 

The outer shell can be driven on a relatively high adiabat and 

accelerated quite rapidly. The decompression which occurs decreases 

the efficiency of energy transfer when the outer shell collides with 

the inner shell . But, as coiiuensation, the feathered collision 

accelerates the inner shell fairly isentropically, allowing the inner 
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:*!.t-l 1 -u-d fuel to reach quite high densities. Further, the shell 

•.hJcknfas of the outer shell i s kept large throughout the implosion, 

Increasing the target 's tolerance to fluid ins tabi l i t ies . 
7 

'.Ij'ee cases have been optimized In 1-D using the code LASNEX' 

ii. order to i l lustrate the atmosphere production process and i t s 

fflVrcis. The calculations were performed using nultigroup diffusion for 

</lect.""i.c and photons. Laser energy was 100« absorbed, with about 

>:& by Inverse; hremsstrahlung: and 75? through collective processes 
- 6 ur.im- u = o. Of course actual target absorption is likely to be lower 

*.h;u: IOCr, so the incident energy would be higher than the absorbed 

• r.eri-i''s quoted here. Target performance depends on the nix of classical 

m.i collective absorption processes, as well, with an increasing fraction 

of classical absorption resulting ir. improved implosion performance. 

Pulse shapes for the three cases are shown in Figure 5. Case 1 

war. -> "bare" target (no atmosphere) Imploded using the front half of 

;.. .'foiii-sir!;; v.-lth peak pewer of 10 TV.' and 0"= 0.45 r.s followed fry a 

lii.ea:- : : rp to a final power of 20 TVs'. 

".\x cases have been optimized with a protective atmosphere. Case 2 

v;as driven entirely by a 1 um laser. The pulse shape shown consists of 

three | a r t s . A small in i t i a l prepulse heats the atmosphere shell 

slightly. After an appropriate delay to allow formation of a low 

density cloud, a second, larger prepulse heats the atmosphere to the 

temperature required for supersonic thermal penetration. Finally, 

the rain pulse, consisting of an exponential r ise to 10 TW followed 



by a linear ramp to 20 TW, drives the outer shell implosion. 

In Case 3 ) the in i t i a l laser illumination was assumed to be 2 urn. 

At the transition from an exponential to a linear r i se , the laser 

wavelength was shifted to 1 um. The In i t i a l thickness of the atmosphere 

she. 11 was reduced to .25 urn f Q r this case. 

The performance of the atmosphere in keeping the cr i t ical surface 

at large radius in i t ia l ly Is shown In Figure 6. The figure shows a 

plot cf the ratio of the cr i t ical surface radius to the ablation 

surface radius as a function of time during the implosion. To 

faci l i tate comparison, the origin for time i s taken at t , the t'jne 

of the start of the rain pulse, and the time i s normalized to T . , the 

implosion time. 

The three cases considered were optimized withir certain constraints. 

The rnaxlmrr. power In a l l cases was set to 20 TW. Each case was 

cf-tlri.zee to obtain the highest yield possible while reaching a peak 

av-rare fuel density of 25C g/cm . The energy input to the two cases 

with at;:.vsphere formation was increased enough to reach this stjre 

iiiix;: l m --.verage fuel density with a yield comparable to that of the 

"bare" target. 

The results of the opcirrd.iations are presented in the table of 

Figure 7. The driving energy for the double shell target with no 

atmosph're was 23 kJ, whereas the two atmosphere production cases were 

driven with about 32 kJ. In spite of the h0% increase in driving 

energy, the 1 vim driven ? plosion, Case 2, obtained a yield about 1/3 



tri.it. :' tViae 1. This IS attributable- In part to the 30 M Ini t ia l 

:r....v- .-.i.'.-r: arise-.-, :i-urir,g the atrosphere heating phase, decompressing 

•:.•• u!.'-:- shell ^•r.sla^rably as i t Implodes. Single shell tarpets 

-!,•'• ,•>•:.• :-i;iy rj..:h r.ore sensitive than this desipn to generation of 

•: la:-,- Initial shock, since in that case the entropy of the inside of 

•.:.•• : j.-.!«-r ars the fuel i s raised considerably. 

..-.• ase jriver. Kith Loth 2 ^n. and 1 wrr; light has partially 

:-• ..- .•.'•;:•••: the jester Incurred In Case 2. The lower temperature 

V r.i.-;.r h>. :--• permittee for a ? :,r. laser 's c r i t ica l density has reduced 

•.it.- in i t ia l thocr tc about - 'A. The »P? higher driving energy, 

i- r-yrjv,; with Case 1, i^ row sufficient tc produce a nearly equivalent 

runner :.7].,s! .in velocity, and hence a nearly equal yield. 

'•Vc cautions should be noted here. First , multi-parameter 

optimizations are triclcy, and without exhaustive parameter studies, 

somr- variation ir. the degree cf cptir-izatlor. Is possible. Second, 

;ther var-fX't designs would respond differently fc the atmosphere production, 

aitvrirv ^srivir..- energy, yield ar.d density penalties. 

"':«• tolerances tc fluid instabili ty and thermal smoothing of 

:;i;n-ur.lfc>rm illumination i^ve teen investigated usi:.g 2-D calculations 
1 7 with I/if-M-IX. ' Here, we will concentrate or. the rr.ode .». = 8, the 

:•:••.:• which corresponds roughly to t.ie whole-beam perturbations in 

illumination using Z0 laser beams spread over the target sphere, and 

wiilch i i relatively difficult to symmetrize because of the long 

physical! wavelength. 

l i 
I I 

http://tri.it
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Calculations for Case 1 were performed assuming uniform illumination 
and an initially perturbed outer shell surface. The initial amplitude 
for 1 = 8 was adjusted until the calculated Implosion performance 
began to deteriorate. For this mode, a final perturbation amplitude 
of 2 un RMS degraded the maximum average fuel'density from 250 g/cm to 
60 g/cnr and gave a yield within a factor of 2 of the 1-D yield. 
Decreasing the amplitude by s factor of 2 gave implosion performance 
comparable with the 1-D calculations, with about a factor of 2 
degradation in maximum average fuel density from distortion of the 
compressed fuel and no degradation in yield. The final state of the 
imploded pusher and fuel region is shown in Figure 8 for a calculation 
which reached a final amplitude of 1 mi RMS. 

The growth history of an S. = 8 initial surface perturbation of 
o 

20 A RMS is shown In Figure 9, together with the amplitude history 

obtained in a calculation with an *. = 8 illumination non-uniformity 

of 2% peak. The amplitude plotted i s taken at the unstable interface, 

which shifts from the outer shell to the Inner shell at about 3.5 ns, 

una fro::, the outer surface of the Inner shell to the inner surface at 

about 4.3 ns, as the pusher begins decelerating. In the surface perturbed 

case, most of the growth occurs near the end of the Implosion when 

convergence is becoming large, and the last factor of 10 of growth 

appears to be a result of Instabili ty of the pusher-fuel interface 

as. the pusher decelerates. 

The laser perturbed H = 8 case shows a very rapid "growth" early 
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in time as the non-uniform heating imprints a perturbation on the 
initially smooth surface. After a short time, the imprinting 
effectively stops, as the ablated matter moves the critical surface 
away from the ablation surface. Subsequently, the laser-perturbed 
case develops in much the same way as the surface perturbed case. 
Another way of viewing this is that the target's tolerance to laser 
perturbations increases with time. As the implosion progresses, 
the tolerance to illumination non-uniformities increases. 

Similar calculations were run for the I = 8 mode for the targets 
with atmosphere production, Cases 2 and 3- The laser perturbation 
was applied to both prepulses, as well as to the main pulse, using a 
constant peak amplitude of 10?. The amplitude histories were sijnilar 
to the "tare" target case, except that the imprinted surface perturbation 
was reduced by a factor of about 10. 

Results of all the H = 8 2-D calculations are summarized in 
Figure 10. The two atmosphere protected cases had somewhat higher 
tolerance to non-uniform illumination, with the amount of improvement 
in Case 3 about equal to that for Case 2. 

At modes higher than i = 8, the amount of fluid instability 
rj-cwth would be expected to increase, although this is design dependent. 
As discussed earlier, the amount of thermal smoothing increases at higher 
modes, so it is likely that the imprinted surface perturbations can be 
kept adequately small to prevent design failure in most cases. For the 
particular example discussed here, LASNEX predicts an overall fluid 
instability growth factor at S. = 80 which is comparable with that 
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at l = 8. Although the growth rate at J. = 80 is higher than at I = 8, 
the transfer of perturbations oetween the outer shell and the inner 
one is more inefficient than at Jl = 8 as a result of the long density 
gradient scale lengths involved. Thus, for the present case, a fairly 
large tolerance to 5. = 80 illumination non-uniformity results, and 
calculations with 10% peak amplitude at i. = <30 survive easily, indicating 
tolerance tc non-uniformities of 30% or more. 

The effect of thermoelectric magnetic field generation has been 
investiptated in this example. The magnitude of the peak field in the 
case of the S. = 8, 103 peak illumination non-uniformity was only . 0 kC-
and its spatial extent was of order 20 um. The inhibition produced by 

this fieiti was not significant in modifying the thermal smoothing obtained. 
q 

Other magnetic field generation mechanisms such as resonance absorption-
have been discussed which could perhaps alter this result. 

Finally, we note that various processes can result in modifications 
of the angular distributions of suprathermal electrons and that the isotropy 
assumed in the present case is an over-simplification. For example, plasma 
instabilities in the region between the critical surface and the ablation 
surface can result in formation of current filaments. In the case considered 
here, the transport is largely collisional and the transport modifications pro
duced are not expected to change the basic conclusions reached here, although 
some quantitative changes could occur. 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 

We have discussed the key features of a scheme to produce a pro
tective atmosphere around a laser imploded high convergence target. The 
production of a low density, cool plasma cloud, followed by supersonic 
preheat of the atmosphere, starts the pellet implosion with the critical 
surface at a distance from the pellet surface. Thus, thermal smoothing 
can reduce the perturbations imprinted at the ablation surface by non

uniform illumination. 
We presented an example which indicates that significant improvements 

can bi obtained even at relatively long wavelengths, but that design 
compromises must be made. A decrease in pulse shaping capability and an 
ovwill decrease in driving efficiency result in performance degradations 
which can be non-negligible. In the example discussed for a 1 um laser 
a factor of 10 improvement in tolerance to non-uniform illumination was 
achieved at the cost of an increase of k0% in driving energy and a 
loss of a factor of h in yield. By using 2 um light to form the 
atmosphere and drive the first part of the implosion, the W increase 
in driving energy was sufficient to restore the yield to the "bare" 

target level. 
"Reference to a company or product 
name does not imply approval or 
recommendation of the product by 
the University of California or the U.S. 
Energy Research & Development 
Administration to the exclusion of 
others that may be suitable." 

NOTICE 
"This report was prepared as an ai-fi'Jni of work 
sponsored by the United States Government. Neither 
the United States nor the United Stites Energy 
KCleared & Development Administration, nor any 
nf their employees, nut my of their contractors, 
subcontractors, or their employees, makes any 
warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal 
liability or responsibility Tor the accuracy, 
completeness or usefulness of any information, 
apparatus, product or process dUclosed. or 
represents that its use would not infringe 
privately-owned rights." 



APPENDIX 

NARRATION POP ATMOSPHERE FORMATION MOVIE 

The process of atmosphere formation and t h e implosion of 

our double s h e l l t a r g e t example i s shown i n t h i s f i l e . 

Here (Figure A-l) i s the i n i t i a l configuration of the 

Iagrangian mesh used in LASNEX. The Z-axis is an axis of 

rotation and the R-axis i s a plane of synmetry. Counters at 

bottom of the frame show the scale size, the time in ns, the 

energy input, the 'naximum electron temperature, the maximum 

ion temperature, the maximum density, and the neutron yield of 

the target. We show isodensity coutours and velocity vectors 

to make the process clear. The contours are labeled and keyed with the 

density value (D =) in g/cm or the temperature value (E=) In keV. 

The calculation was run with a 1 um laser with an illumination 

non-uniformity of 10? peak In the Z = 8 mode and vr,ed !l azirauthal 

Lxnes per wavelength. The f i rs t step in atmosphere production 

is irradiation with a 10 J prepulse to gently explode the thin 

atmosphere production shell (Pig. A-2). The cr i t ica l surface 

is established at a radius of about 750 um. 

Th- second step uses a larger, 2 kJ, prepulse delivered in 

.2 ns to supersonically preheat the atmosphere. The movie time step 

has been decreased a factor of H for ease of viewing. The electron 

isotherms show the rapid progress of the thermal front. The 

ablation of the outer pellet shell begins very soon after the 

atmosphere heating pulse (Figure A-3). 



The implosion proceeds quickly now, with the main pulse § 
'i applied at increasing power. The outer shell is driven inward j 

arid collides with the inner shell. Following a scale change, 1 
•i 

th.- conpletlon of the lirplosicn to i t s high density state i s -jj 

shown (Figure A-i), including burn and decompression. ','! 

The maxi-mri average density of the fuel was 130 g/cra .•" 

and the yield was 2. x 10 neutrons. [j 
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ATMOSPHERE HELPS BY KEEPING CRITICAL SURFACE FAR FROM 
ABLATION SURFACE [ g 

Ablation 
surface 

Non-uniform 
laser illumination 

'L = ? C C Y 6 

Critical 
surface 

Diffusion: 
Steady state 
(constant K) 

6 T * A = ( i r ) «T, «c 

Perturbed temperature drops as R/R c and drops increasingly fast as 2 increases 

FIG. 1 



TO BENEFIT FROM CONDUCTION SMOOTHING, 
MUST ASSURE SUPERSONIC ATMOSPHERE 
HEATING |gg 

First signal will be thermal if 
r T ^ S 

For classical conduction and n e = n c , this becomes 

|_1/2 
T > L ~ cm 

A X ~ jum 

Temperature required is minimized 

For 
small L 
large X 

PIG. 2 



TWO LIMITATIONS IMPOSED BY ATMOSPHERE: 
PULSE SHAPING RESTRICTION, 
DRIVING EFFICIENCY REDUCTION 

• Minimum temperature for supersonic penetration =*• 
Minimum initial shock at ablation surface 

T 7 / 3 1/3 
p a $2/3 p 1/3 I £ £ _ 

• Shifting critical surface to larger radius =• 
Lowered delivery efficiency to ablation surface 

Reduced thermal conduction 
Larger hydro losses to blow-off 

FIG. 3 



EXAMPLE SHOWS IMPROVED SYMMETRiZATION BY ATMOSPHERE 
Double shell target, 20 TW, -20 kJ absorbed 

Material/ 
density (g/cm3 

SiO, 
(2.5) 

Design characteristics 
Insensitive to pulse shaping 
Fuel protected from preheat 
Increased tolerance to 
fluid instabilities 
High density (250 g/cm3) 
Low yield (0.5 J) 

(0.001) 

Radius (cm) 
0.07005 
0.07000 

0.0420 
0.0400 

0.0064 
0.0057 

FIG. 1 



THREE CASES HAVE BEEN OPTIMIZED m 
All use 20 TW and reach 250 g/cm3 in 1-D calc's using LASNEX 

"Bare" 

© 
Atmosphere production 

© © 
100.0 

0 2 

t. ns t, ns 
Scenario for atmosphere production pulses: 

Small prepulse explodes atmosphere shell 
Large prepulse heats atmosphere supersonically 
Main pulse drives implosion 

FIG. 5 



DESIGNED WITH R C /R A -1.6 AT EARLY TIMES 

4 i 1 1 r 

J I I L 

— — " No atmosphere 
W/atmosphere 

— - — 1 /um laser 
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I D TARGET PERFORMANCE IS DEGRADED 
BY ATMOSPHERE 
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TOLERABLE FINAL AMPLITUDE WAS ESTIMATED TO BE 1 um RMS AT 
£ = 8 USING 2-D LASNEX CALCULATIONS 
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Final amplitude of 1.5 um RMS degraded implosion performance slightly 
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A F T E R I N I T I A L I M P R I N T I N G P E R I O D , LASER PERTURBED CASES 
D E V E L O P M U C H AS S U R F A C E P E R T U R B E D C A L C U L A T I O N S | g 
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Tolerance to non-uniform illumination increases as implosion proceeds 
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SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENT IN TOLERANCE TO 
ILLUMINATION NON-UNIFORMITY OBTAINED IN 
THIS EXAMPLE |jjg 

"Bare" "Atmosphere 
Tolerable 9. = 8 non-uniformity 1% 10% 

(peak) 

Shorten wavelengths: Increased fluid instability growth, 
increased smoothing 

Result: Can tolerate macroscopic illumination variations 
using protective atmosphere 

FIG. 10 



ATMOSPHERE PROVIDES ADEQUATE SYMMETRIZATION 
TO PERMIT HIGH COMPRESSION LASER-DRIVEN 
IMPLOSIONS [[3 

• First, make low temperature, graded density cloud, add 
high power prepulse for supersonic penetration 

• Obtain thermal smoothing, tolerance for sizeable 
illumination asymmetries 

• And some penalties 
Restricted pulse shaping 
Reduced driving efficiency 

FIG. 11 
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ZMX(CM)= .080 MSH3E T(N5)= 
ELAS(KJ>= 0 . DMX(G/CC)= 0 . TEMX(KEV)= 
NEUTS= 0 . PRMX(MB)= 0 . TIMX<KEV)= 

FIG. A-l 
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